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Abstract. A phenomenological analysis of the ortho-positronium (o-Ps) annihilation from positron annihi-
lation lifetime spectroscopy (PALS) and the dynamics from broadband dielectric spectroscopy (BDS) are
reported on a small molecular glass former of intermediate H-bonding and fragility: salol. The dielectric
spectra extend over a very broad frequency range of about 2×10−2–3.5×1011 Hz, providing information on
the α-relaxation, the secondary relaxation giving rise to the excess wing, and the shallow high-frequency
minimum in the micro- to milli-meter wave range. A number of empirical correlations between the o-Ps
lifetime, τ3(T ), and the various spectral and relaxation features have been observed. Thus, the phenomeno-
logical evaluation of the τ3(T ) dependence of the PALS response of the amorphous sample reveals three
characteristic PALS temperatures: TPALS

g , T L
b1 = 1.15TPALS

g and T L
b2 = 1.25TPALS

g , which are discussed in
relation to similar findings for some typical small molecular vdW- and H-bonded glass formers. A slighter
change of the slope at T L

b1 appears to be related to the transition from excess wing to the primary α-
process-dominated behavior, with the secondary process dominating in the deeply supercooled liquid state
below T L

b1. The high-temperature plateau effect in the τ3(T ) plot occurs at T L
b2 and agrees with the charac-

teristic Stickel temperature, T ST
B , marking a qualitative change of the primary α process, but it does not

follow the relation T L
b2 < Tα [τ3(Tb2) < τα]. Both effects at T L

b1 and T L
b2 correlate with two crossovers in

the spectral shape and related non-exponentiality parameter of the structural relaxation, βKWW. Finally,
the application of the two-order parameter (TOP) model to the structural relaxation as represented by
the primary α relaxation times from BDS leads to the characteristic TOP temperature, T c

m, close to Tb1

from PALS. Within this model the phenomenological interpretation is offered based on changes in the
probability of occurrence of solid-like and liquid-like domains to explain the dynamic as well as PALS
responses. In summary, all the empirical correlations support further very close connections between the
PALS response and the dielectric relaxation behavior in small molecule glass formers.

1 Introduction

Solidification of small molecular or polymeric liquids into
the solid state can occur by crystallization or/and by glas-
sification. In contrast to the first type of transition, the ori-
gin of the dynamic slowdown of the liquid during cooling
as well as of the closely related liquid-to-glass transition
phenomenon is a timely and still unresolved topic in the
physics and chemistry of disordered materials [1–4]

Classical X-ray and neutron scattering studies show
slight variations in the main diffraction peaks and seem
to suggest a rather monotonous structural change over
a wide temperature range on going from the rapidly re-
laxing normal liquid towards the very slowly relaxing
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glass [5–7] where the relaxation dynamics varies over
14–16 orders of magnitude [1–4]. On the other hand,
detailed dynamic studies of small molecule and poly-
mer glass formers revealed that the dynamic heterogene-
ity as a function of temperature in both frequency and
time domains is an important aspect of disordered sys-
tems [8–15]. Usually, several distinct regions of the tem-
perature behaviour of the relaxation time are marked by
the corresponding characteristic dynamic temperatures
such as the Arrhenius TA [16–19], Stickel T ST

B [20–22]
and Schönhals T SCH

B [23] temperatures. In addition, the
non-exponentiality coefficient, βKWW, of the Kohlrausch-
Williams-Watts (KWW) equation as a function of tem-
perature exhibits often —but not always— the existence
of two regions of distinct behavior marked by the charac-
teristic temperature, T βKWW

B [24–26]. Intriguing features



                                    

of these dynamic crossovers at the characteristic dynamic
temperatures, T ST

B and TA, are that the corresponding
structural relaxation times or viscosities are material con-
stants invariant to both temperature and pressure [27–31].
All these empirical dynamic findings appear to be indica-
tors of subtle changes in motional regimes of the glass
formers [8–11].

Evidently, the explanation of the physical origin of
these dynamically distinct regions over a wide T inter-
val and the closely related crossover temperatures can
significantly contribute to our understanding of the vit-
rification phenomenon in various types of glass form-
ers [8–11]. Several phenomenological approaches based on
the extended free volume (EFV) model [32–35], the cou-
pling model (CM) [36–38] and frustrated-limited domains
(FLD) model [39–41] have been proposed to interpret the
physical nature of these characteristic dynamic temper-
atures. Recently, a joint diffraction and computer mod-
eling work indicated the presence of cluster-like hetero-
geneities in a few amorphous glass formers [42]. These
structural findings could be plausibly explained in terms
of solid- and liquid-like domains of the hetero-phase fluc-
tuation (HPF) [43,44] or the two-order parameter (TOP)
model [45–48].

Alternatively, the structural-dynamic state of glass for-
mers can be treated in terms of a simple and physically
plausible free-volume concept serving as a measure of the
structural disorder or/and the mobility of the constituents
of condensed material. This concept became a very use-
ful idea in the interpretation of the thermodynamic, dy-
namic and transport properties [49–51]. In this context,
positron annihilation lifetime spectroscopy (PALS) is a
unique, highly relevant method sensitive to the evolution
of different dynamic-related structures. PALS is based
on detection of the annihilation behavior of the atomic
ortho-positronium (o-Ps) probe, i.e., a bound system of
a positron and an electron which is formed and localized
in local static (permanent) or dynamic (transient) regions
of reduced electron density, i.e. vacancies or free volume
holes [52–54]. The o-Ps lifetime, τ3, due to pick-off in-
teraction with an electron with the opposite spin in the
surrounding medium is a measure of the size of these free-
volume regions [55–57]. Thus, this method is an effective
tool for the free-volume characterization of crystalline and
amorphous condensed materials.

In crystalline substances, the o-Ps lifetime as a func-
tion of temperature, τ3(T ), exhibits two distinct regions
corresponding to the defect ordered (real crystal) and
disordered (normal liquid) phase with a sharp step ef-
fect close to the thermodynamic melting temperature,
Tm [58–60]. On the other hand, the PALS response of
amorphous glass formers is more complex. Basically, the
sigmoidal or quasi-sigmoidal dependence of τ3(T ) extends
over a wide temperature range and is finished by a pro-
nounced plateau or quasi-plateau effect at higher tem-
peratures with respect to Tg [61–65]. Phenomenological
analyses of the τ3(T ) plots for a series of small molecule
and polymer glass formers revealed several regions of
a distinct linear behavior marked by the characteristic
PALS temperatures which, according to a unified nota-

Fig. 1. Chemical structure of salol.

tion [65], are denoted as TG
b1 [65], TPALS

g , TL
b1 [65–69]

and TL
b2 = Tr = Tk [62–65,70,71]. The first tempera-

ture lies at TG
b1

∼= (0.6–0.8)TPALS
g [65] and the two latter

ones are localized at TL
b1

∼= (1.2–1.4)TPALS
g [65–69] and

TL
b2

∼= (1.2–1.7)TPALS
g [62–65,70–75].

For better understanding, the PALS response should
be compared with the responses of traditional techniques
indicating thermodynamic and/or dynamic changes at the
various characteristic temperatures. At present, certain re-
lationships between various features of the PALS response
and those in viscosity [16–18] or dielectric spectra [19–26,
76,77] suggest to some extent a dynamic character of the
PALS response in the liquid state, at least. Thus, it was
early revealed [70] that an onset of the (quasi-) plateau
in the PALS response at TL

b2 lies close to the Arrhenius
temperature, TA, above which the structural, i.e. viscos-
ity [16–18] or primary α-relaxation [19,77], dynamics be-
haves approximately in the thermally activated fashion.
Recent advances in BDS [76,77] enabled to reveal further
connections between the PALS response and the glassy dy-
namics [65,78–84]. Thus, two empirical TL

b2 and TL
b1 rules

establish the specific relationships between the o-Ps life-
time, τ3, and the primary α-relaxation time, τα, namely,
τα(TL

b2) ∼ 10−9 s or τα(TL
b1) ∼ 10−6±1 s, respectively [65,

78]. In the former case, in addition, for many glass formers
at the onset of the plateau or quasi-plateau effect in the
PALS response the relation τ3

∼= τα has often been found.
Moreover, in some small molecule and polymer glass for-
mers TL

b2 lies in the vicinity of the characteristic dynamic
temperatures such as Stickel, T ST

B , or Schönhals, T SCH
B ,

ones, where the structural relaxation changes qualitatively
its character [65,66,72–74,79–83], whereas in other cases
TL

b1 is situated close to the T ST
B [82]. The observation seems

to suggest some role of the primary α process in the PALS
response but indications about a possible influence of the
slow secondary relaxations in a few small molecular glass
formers were also suggested [78,82–84]. This issue is still
unclear and requires further systematic combined investi-
gations and accumulation of the data.

In the glass science community, phenyl-2-hydroxy-
benzoate or phenyl salicylate (salol) is an often studied
small-molecule glass former for its relative simple chem-
ical structure of the internally flexible molecules (fig. 1)
with intermediate H-bonding and fragility mg = 63 [85]
or 73 [86] lying between a typical strong glass former of the
rigid molecules with extensive H-bonding such as glycerol
(GL) (mg = 53) [85,86] and a typical fragile one of the
rigid entities with vdW intermolecular interactions such as
propylene carbonate (PC) (mg = 104) [85,86]. Salol was
investigated by structural [42,87–89], thermodynamic [90]



                                                                                            

and a series of various dynamic techniques including
viscosity [91–93], dielectric spectroscopy [19,20,28,94–
96], light scattering [97,98] and ESR [99]. Very recently,
G. Dlubek et al. have investigated the free-volume mi-
crostructure of salol by the PALS method in a simple heat-
ing regime only in combination with PVT study and dis-
cussed its relaxation dynamics from a point of view of the
hole lattice model [100]. In our contribution, we present a
more detailed PALS study including various heating and
cooling measuring cycles together with a phenomenologi-
cal analysis of the PALS response using the detailed rel-
evant dielectric data. Such a joint approach reveals some
further new connections between the o-Ps annihilation and
the spectral and relaxation characteristics of dipolar re-
laxation. This underlines further the existence of a close
relationship between the PALS characteristics and various
dynamic parameters and points to the dynamic character
of the PALS response.

2 Experimental

Salol with a purity of 99% was obtained from Aldrich Inc.
and used as received.

2.1 PALS method

The positron annihilation lifetime spectra of salol were
obtained at the Institute of Physics of SAS, Bratislava
by the conventional fast-fast coincidence method using
plastic scintillators coupled to Phillips XP 2020 photo-
multipliers. The time resolution of prompt spectra was
about 320 ps. The radioactive positron 22Na source plus
samples assembly was kept under vacuum in cryogenera-
tor. During the low-temperature measurements from 15K
up to 300K, samples in a holder were fixed at the end of a
cold finger of a closed-cycle refrigerator Leybold with au-
tomatic temperature regulation. The higher temperature
study above RT was performed in a chamber without vac-
uum. The stability of temperature was about 1K [101].
The positron lifetime spectra were analyzed using the well-
known PATFIT-88 software package [102] in terms of a
short-term component from para-positronium p-Ps, τ1, an
intermediate one attributed to “free” positron, τ2, and a
long-term one, related to free volume: ortho-positronium
o-Ps, τ3. The acquisition time per each temperature point
was at least 2 hours. The different heating and cooling
cycles have been chosen to observe a crystallization and a
glassification.

2.2 BDS method

Broadband dielectric measurements of the same salol
sample have been performed at the University of Augs-
burg using a combination of different techniques enabling
to cover nearly 20 decades in frequency [76,103–107].
In the low-frequency range a frequency response ana-
lyzer (Novocontrol α analyzer, 10−3 Hz < ν < 10 MHz)

Fig. 2. o-Ps lifetime, τ3, and mean free volume hole, Vh, as
a function of temperature T for salol. For the details of the
various measuring cycles —see the text. The o-Ps lifetime data
from the recent PALS measurement in the heating regime are
also included [100].

was used. For the radio-frequency and microwave range
(1MHz < ν < 2GHz), a reflectometric technique was em-
ployed, with the sample capacitor mounted at the end of
a coaxial line [105]. These measurements were performed
with the HP 4291 impedance analyzer. For all the above-
mentioned methods, the sample material was filled into
parallel-plate capacitors. In the region 100MHz–25GHz
coaxial transmission measurements using the HP 8510
network analyzer were carried out [103]. These measure-
ments require filling the sample material into a specially
designed coaxial line, sealed with Teflon discs. At frequen-
cies 60GHz < ν < 1.2THz, a quasi-optical sub-millimeter
spectrometer [106,107] was used with an experimental ar-
rangement similar to a Mach-Zehnder interferometer (for
more details, see refs. [103,106,107]). For temperature
variation, closed-cycle refrigerators and N2-gas cryostats
were used.

3 Results

3.1 PALS results

Figure 2 displays the o-Ps lifetime, τ3, as a function of
temperature for salol as measured over an extraordinary
wide temperature range from 15K up to 350K. Several
measuring cycles are included: i) heating cycle No. 1 from
15K up to RT after rapid cooling (2K min) the previ-
ously melted sample from RT; ii) slow cooling cycle from
RT down to 15K followed by iii) heating cycle No. 2 from
15K up to RT and finally, iv) heating cycle No. 3 from RT
up to 350K. Qualitative differences in the corresponding
PALS responses dependent on the measuring cycle are ev-
ident. Thus, in both the heating cycles No. 1 and 2, on
crossing a pronounced bend effect at around 210K a dra-
matic decrease at ∼ 245K followed by a rapid increase
at 300K which lies on the plateau of the total PALS re-
sponse is observed. On the other hand, in a cooling cycle



                                    

Fig. 3. (Colour on-line) Dielectric loss as a function of frequency at a series of temperatures from 211 K up to 361 K for salol.
The solid lines are fits with a HN function for T ≥ 243 K and with the sum of a HN and CC function for T ≤ 238 K. The dashed
lines show the CC components. The dash-dotted line through the 211 K data is a guide to the eyes. The vertical lines mark the
equivalent frequencies, ν(Tbi) corresponding to the o-Ps lifetime values at Tb1 (blue) and Tb2 (green).

we find an onset of the decrease at around 265K but with
no signature of any dramatic decrease in τ3 in the tem-
perature range around 240–250K as for the heating cycles
after rapid cooling. On further cooling, the corresponding
curve follows that from the heating one down to 15K. Sub-
sequent heating scan on this relatively slowly cooled sam-
ple reproduces the first heating cycle obtained after rela-
tively rapid cooling. Figure 2 contains also the Dlubek’s
et al. data from a heating scan after relative rapid cool-
ing the melted sample from ref. [100]. Their τ3 values are
in quite reasonable agreement with our two heating cy-
cles. Similar PALS responses have been recently observed
for other small molecular crystallizing glass formers —see,
e.g., diethylphtalate [80].

3.2 BDS results

Figure 3 shows the dielectric loss, ε′′, of the same salol
material as a function of frequency for a series of temper-
atures from 211K up to 361K [108,109]. The dielectric
response of salol over an extremely wide frequency range
from about 2 × 10−2 Hz up to 3.5 × 1010 Hz exhibits a
spectral evolution typical for type-A glass formers [110]
with a large main peak at lower frequencies and without
any smaller one at the higher ones. Instead, a so-called
excess wing (EW), i.e., a second power law at the high-
frequency flank of the main peak is observed. The main
peak is attributed to the structural relaxation, i.e., the pri-
mary α process, while the EW is ascribed to a submerged
slow secondary relaxation [111–114]. The latter fact be-
comes obvious from the slight but significant curvature of
the spectrum at 211K. This sub-Tg curve has been mea-
sured after aging for 6.5 days to ensure that the sample

is in thermodynamic equilibrium as discussed in detail in
ref. [112]. Finally, at the highest frequencies, ν > 1010 Hz,
a rather shallow loss minimum shows up. The present data
belong to the relatively few examples of glass-forming liq-
uids [76,104,115–118] where a sufficiently broad frequency
range has been covered to detect this minimum. It is of-
ten interpreted in terms of the so-called fast β relaxation
of the mode coupling theory but also other explanations
have been proposed [76]. An analysis of the minimum re-
gion of salol is out of the scope of the present work and
will we provided in a subsequent paper.

Phenomenological analysis of the BDS spectra used
here was based on a deconvolution procedure assuming an
additive scheme. The spectral and relaxation parameters
of the individual relaxation modes in salol are obtained by
using the Havriliak-Negami (HN) [77,119] and Cole-Cole
(CC) [77,120] function for the primary α process or for
the secondary β process, respectively:

ε′′ = − Im{ΔεHN/[1 + (iωτHN)(1−αHN)]βHN

+ΔεCC/(1 + iωτCC)(1−αCC)}, (1)

where ΔεHN and ΔεCC are the relaxation strengths, τHN

and τCC the relaxation times, and αHN, βHN and αCC the
spectral width parameters of the HN and CC function,
respectively and ω is the circular frequency.

As seen in fig. 3 the BDS spectra of salol can be fitted
with both the coexisting spectral α and β components
up to 238K. At the next temperature T = 243K, the
secondary β peak is completely merged with the α peak
and consequently, the spectra can be fitted by considering
the structural relaxation only.



                                                                                            

Fig. 4. (Colour on-line) Relaxation times of the α and
β process as a function of inverse temperature for sa-
lol [108,109,122]. The measured data are in very good agree-
ment with those from other authors: Hansen et al. [20–22],
Dixon et al. [94,95] and Hofman et al. [96]. The character-
istic PALS temperatures T L

b1 and T L
b2 are depicted by the

blue or green arrows, respectively. Test of the M-VFTH
expression on all the structural relaxation data for sa-
lol [20–22,94–96,108,109,122] with the following fitting pa-
rameters: log τα,∞ = −13.5, B = 1210.5 K, κ = 0.0589/K,
T c

m = 242.4 K and T0 = 174.5 K.

Figure 4 summarizes the corresponding relaxation
times, τα and τβ , in salol as obtained from the above-
mentioned additive fitting procedure [108,109]. The for-
mer are in very good agreement with previous determina-
tions [20–22,94–96]. Further, it is evident that both the α
and β relaxation processes exhibit non-Arrhenius charac-
ter which can be parameterized, e.g., by the correspond-
ing VFTH equation. Thus, the secondary β process can be
described satisfactorily by the following VFTH equation:
τβ(T ) = 2×10−12 exp[1882.1/(T −199)]. In the case of the
primary α process, several phenomenological expressions
such as a combination of two VFTH equations [20–22] or
the modified M-VFTH equation [45–48] or other formu-
lae [32–41,121,122] can be used to describe the relaxation
time data over a sufficiently wide T range. One alterna-
tive description of the structural relaxation over a wide T
range related to the finding of the limited occurrence of
the secondary β relaxation as well as to the Tb1 effect in
the PALS response will be given below.

4 Discussion

4.1 PALS data

The complex course of the PALS response of salol in both
heating scans No. 1 and 2 characterized by the presence
of two discontinuities at around 245K and 300K is con-
nected with its phase transformation tendency due to its
relatively simple and internally flexible structure. Recent
detailed study of the phase transformation behaviour of

salol by DSC demonstrated the occurrence of the crystal-
lization exoterm on the rapidly cooled sample during the
heating DSC run followed by the melting endoterm of the
crystallized material [90]. The observed discontinuities in
the PALS responses of the transforming salol sample are
fully consistent with the characteristic DSC temperatures
for crystallization being Tcr ∼ 250K and for melting of the
relatively rapidly cooled material Tm1 ∼ 305K, the latter
in contrast to Tm2 = 317K for the very slowly cooled and
crystallized sample [90]. The slightly lower characteristic
PALS temperatures in comparison with the characteristic
DSC ones reflect an essentially longer time scale in accu-
mulation of the PALS data with respect to relatively rapid
DSC scanning.

In contrast, the PALS response of salol as obtained
during cooling of the previously melted at 80 ◦C sample
from RT down to 15K exhibits the quasi-sigmoidal form
of τ3(T ) dependence which is the typical signature of
amorphous glass-forming materials [61–75]. Closer inspec-
tion of this PALS response of amorphous salol reveals
basically four regions of distinct thermal behavior marked
as I-IV. First, the low-T region from 15K up to ∼ 210K
is followed by a sharply increasing intermediate region
between ∼ 215K and ∼ 260K with two clear sub-regions.
Finally, at relatively high temperatures an evolution
towards a plateau effect is evident. A phenomenological
analysis of these four basic regions in the PALS response
of salol by a linear fitting [65–69] gives the following
linear expressions for the distinct thermal behavior of the
o-Ps lifetime with temperature:

For region I from 15K up to 210K:

τ3 = (1.68±0.18)×10−3T +(1.255±0.025), r = 0.935,
(2.1)

for region II from 215K up to 240K:

τ3 = (1.43± 0.14)× 10−2T − (1.41± 0.31), r = 0.988,
(2.2)

for region III from 250K up to 260K:

τ3 = (2.56±0.03)×10−2T−(4.145±0.865), r = 0.993,
(2.3)

and finally, for region IV from 270K up to 350K: τ3 =
2.6 ns.

These four distinct thermal regions provide, via the
corresponding intersection points, the following three
characteristic PALS temperatures depicted as TPALS

g =
211K, TL

b1 = 243K and finally, TL
b2 = 264K.

The first pronounced bend effect in the PALS response
at 211K lies in the vicinity of the thermodynamic glass
transition temperature characterizing by similar bend and
step effects found in the specific volume measured by
dilatometry or in the specific heat measured by DSC,
namely at TDSC

g = 218K [86] or 220K [85,90]. Thus,
it defines the PALS glass transition temperature, TPALS

g .
The following rather slight and the final, well-pronounced
bend effects arising in the liquid state of salol corre-
spond to the relatively characteristic PALS temperatures
of TL

b1/TPALS
g = 1.15 or TL

b2/TPALS
g = 1.25, respectively.



                                    

Figure 2 displays also the mean free volume, Vh, as
a function of temperature. This quantity was obtained
by using the standard quantum-mechanical (SQM) model
given by semi-empirical Tao-Eldrup-Nakanishi equation
relating the observed o-Ps lifetime with the (spherical)
free volume hole radius [55–57]

τ3 = τ3,0 {1 − Rh/(Rh + ΔR)

+(1/2π) sin [2πRh/(Rh + ΔR)]}−1
, (3)

where τ3,0 = 0.5 ns is the spin-averaged lifetime of p-Ps
and o-Ps and ΔR = R0 − Rh = 1.66 Å is the thickness
of the electron layer about the free-volume hole which
was obtained as a parameter from fitting the observed
o-Ps lifetimes to known vacancy or free-volume hole sizes
in molecular crystals and zeolites [55–57]. In reality, the
shape of free-volume entities is not spherical, so that the
standard model (eq. (3)) is used in the sense of the mean
o-Ps lifetime and subsequently, to estimate the equivalent
mean hole radius. Then, the corresponding mean hole vol-
ume is given by Vh = (4/3)πR3

h.
In general, the equivalent hole sizes in the amor-

phous salol from the SQM model are significantly smaller
than the van der Waals volume of the salol molecule
(V W

molecule = 186.5 Å3) over the whole temperature range
of our PALS study. This strongly implies that the dynam-
ics of the whole molecule has to be of highly cooperative
character. On the other hand, the mean hole size at 240K
is comparable with the vdW volume of phenyl and benzyl
groups being V W

group = 83.7 Å3 or 85.2 Å3, respectively. In
the context of the observed course of crystallization above
∼ 240K the finding that Vh > V W

group would suggest that
the reorientation of both partial groups of the flexible sa-
lol molecule could play a certain role during the ordering
process in the phase transformation seen in both heating
scans in fig. 2.

4.2 The mutual relationships between the PALS and
BDS databases for amorphous salol

Returning to the PALS response of amorphous salol, its
liquid state is characterized by the two PALS tempera-
tures: TL

b1 = 243K and TL
b2 = 264K, corresponding to the

relative values TL
b1/TPALS

g = 1.15 or TL
b2/TPALS

g = 1.25,
respectively. The first relative value is significantly lower
than the typical ranges for the ratio TL

bi/TPALS
g found so

far for most other small molecular and polymeric glass for-
mers studied, being TL

b1/TPALS
g = 1.2–1.4 [65–69]. On the

other hand, the other one lies at the lower value limit of
TL

b2/TPALS
g = 1.2–1.7 [65–72] being close to these ratios

for propylene carbonate (PC ) [72,73], phenolphthalain-
dimethyl-ether (PDE) [74] and poly(methyl phenylsilox-
ane) [75]. Note that the latter relative PALS tempera-
ture compares well with the ratio TL

kτ3/TPALS
g = 1.23 by

Dlubek et al. from summarizing paper on a series of small
molecule glass formers [74], though the original paper on
salol indicates a ratio of 1.36 due to melting of the crystal-
lized material formed during the heating regime of their
PALS measurement [100].

Fig. 5. PALS response of salol in comparison with those for
glycerol [66] and propylene carbonate [73] in the normalized T
coordinate. For the mutual relationship between the chemical
composition, the corresponding type of intermolecular interac-
tions and the characteristic PALS temperatures, see the text.

It is of interest to compare the τ3 vs. T plot and the
corresponding PALS temperatures for salol which has an
intermediate degree of H-bonding as well as an intermedi-
ate fragility with some selected small molecule glass for-
mers with different type and extent of intermolecular in-
teractions and different fragilities. Figure 5 compares the
PALS response of salol with those for glycerol (GL) [66]
and PC [73] as the typical representatives of strong and
fragile substances with intermolecular H-bond or vdW in-
teraction forces, respectively. The o-Ps lifetimes for salol
lie very significantly above those for GL due to weaker
association and less tighter molecular packing. They also
exceed those for PC in both the glassy and normal liquid
states, having smaller vdW volume of 86 Å3 compared to
186.5 Å3 for salol. The latter finding would indicate that
the difference in the free volume, arising from the frozen
static disorder in the glassy state and the dynamic disor-
der in the normal liquid, is connected with the internal
flexibility and H-bonding tendency of salol in contrast to
the rigid and compact molecule of PC. In addition, the
lower TL

b1/TPALS
g for salol in comparison to GL may be

also ascribed to the smaller extent of H-bonding, while PC
exhibits a weak TL

b1 effect only [73]. The ratio TL
b2/TPALS

g

for the plateau effect for the intermediate salol lies consis-
tently and significantly below that for the strong GL glass
former and is rather close to that for very fragile PC.
All these findings seem to suggest that not only the type
of intermolecular interactions among the molecules deter-
mines the absolute τ3 values and the related free-volume
microstructure of the respective matrices, but also other
factor(s) is (are) of relevance.

In our effort to find the causes of these significantly
lower relative PALS temperatures for salol, it is useful to
search for potential relationships to the dynamic hetero-
geneity as expressed by the characteristic dynamic tem-
peratures from phenomenological and theoretical studies.



                                                                                            

Thus, concerning the former aspect, the derivative anal-
ysis of the structural relaxation time as a function of
temperature over a wide T range revealed the existence
of two different dynamic regions with the characteristic
Stickel temperature, T ST

B = 265K [20–22]. This is in very
good agreement with the TL

b2 value. This indicates that the
occurrence of the plateau effect in the PALS response is
closely connected with a qualitative change in the struc-
tural relaxation. Recently, Roland et al. reported a bit
lower values for T ST

B of salol being 253K [27–31] and
254K [35] based on the same derivative analysis of their
own dielectric data or the viscosity data [91–93], respec-
tively. The small difference between their T ST

B values with
respect to the original Stickel value is due to the different
definition used at the data evaluation [29], whereby the
original definition based on the upper-T deviation from
linearity of the Stickel operator is more consistent with
the PALS response. Similar TL

b2 vs. T ST
B correlations occur

also in GL and PC [66,72,73].
Next, in the context with the plateau effect it is of

interest to verify an accompanying aspect of the TL
b2 rule

τα(TL
b2) ∼ 10−9 s, i.e., the τ3(TL

b2) = τα(TL
b2) relation be-

tween the PALS and BDS time scales observed often for
many small molecular and polymer systems [65,78]. From
fig. 4 it becomes evident that this relation is not ful-
filled because the α identity temperature Tα[τ3(TL

b2) =
τα] ∼= 280K is significantly —about 15K— higher than
TL

b2. Thus, despite the TL
b2

∼= T ST
B correlation, the TL

b2 rule
is not valid for salol. A similar finding was very recently
observed for another small molecular glass former of vdW
type PDE of close fragility (mg = 78 [11]) and because of
the internal flexibility of PDE it was tentatively attributed
to the intra-molecular degrees of freedom via ring flipping
in the PDE molecule [123]. Since salol consists of highly
flexible molecules with relatively small phenyl and benzyl
groups, the hypothesis of “smearing” of free volume via
the faster mobility of these groups of the salol molecule
resulting into a plateau effect in the PALS response might
be of relevance too. Note that for glycerol and propylene
carbonate with the intrinsically rigid molecules both the
TL

b2 = T ST
B correlation as well as the τ3(TL

b2) = τα(TL
b2) re-

lationship have been found to be valid [66,73] in apparent
consistency with the hypothesis of internal mobility.

Finally, we discuss the TL
b1 effect in salol at 1.15Tg.

From the decomposed BDS spectra it follows that the EW
caused by the secondary process can be observed up to
238K, i.e., when increasing the temperature it becomes
completely merged with the process close below TL

b1. On
the other hand, the TL

b1 rule [65,78] appears to be valid for
salol because τα(TL

b1) = 2.2× 10−5 s suggesting that some
aspect of the primary α process plays a role in the slight
bend effect at TL

b1. Indeed, a direct inspection of the BDS
spectra of salol (fig. 3) confirms that at the equivalent fre-
quency of the o-Ps lifetime (about 100MHz) the dielectric
loss starts to be governed by the high-f tail of the α peak
just at around T = 243K being close to TL

b1. In contrast,
at lower temperatures the EW represents the main con-
tribution to the loss at 100MHz. Then, we conclude that
the slight bend effect at TL

b1 is related to the onset of the

Fig. 6. Non-exponentiality parameter, βKWW, as a function
of temperature for salol. Three distinct regions characterized
by the characteristic temperatures T βKWW

B1 and T βKWW
B2 corre-

lating with the characteristic PALS temperatures T L
b1 or T L

b2,
respectively, are evident.

influence of the primary α process on the PALS response
of salol when temperature is increasing.

In the previous paragraphs, the PALS response has
been discussed in relation to the dynamic heterogeneity
expressed by the qualitative changes in the mean relax-
ation time parameters of the primary process at T ST

B and
its onset as well as the diminishing of the secondary pro-
cesses connected with TL

b2 or TL
b1, respectively. In addition,

further connections between both the characteristic PALS
temperatures and the changes in the spectral parameters,
namely, the spectral width of the main peak characterizing
the structural relaxation times distribution can be found.
The structural relaxation time distribution is usually
quantified by the non-exponentiality parameter, βKWW,
from the Kohlrausch-Williams-Watts (KWW) equation.
Thus, fig. 6 shows the temperature dependence of the
βKWW parameter calculated from the spectral quantities
αHN and βHN as obtained from the fitted HN function via
the conversion formula: (1−αHN)βHN = β1.23

KWW [124]. The
converted βKWW vs. T dependence is consistent with pre-
vious reports from dielectric relaxation [37] and from light
scattering [97,98,125]. The straight lines in fig. 6 suggest
three regions of distinct behavior of the non-exponentiality
parameter, which presumably is inversely related to the
extent of the dynamic heterogeneity above Tg [126]. Sim-
ilar changes of βKWW in various materials were reported
in ref. [127] and the influence of the fragility was pointed
out. They correlate with the corresponding three regions
in the PALS response (fig. 2) with similar characteris-
tic dynamic and PALS temperatures: T βKWW

B1
∼= TL

b1 and
T βKWW

B2
∼= TL

b2. These correlations appear to be further
manifestations of the dynamic character of both crossover
effects in the PALS response in the liquid state of sa-
lol. Note that usually two more or less distinct regions in



                                    

βKWW vs. T plots are observed for the majority of small
molecules [24,73,84,126] as well as polymeric glass form-
ers [25,26]. The rather rare presence of two pronounced
bend effects in the βKWW vs. T plot of the intermediate
fragile salol in contrast to the rigid strong GL and the
very fragile PC, especially that at the lower temperature,
may be a reflection of the influence of internal flexibil-
ity on the structural relaxation of salol. However, more
findings concerning the mutual relationships between the
PALS response and the structural relaxation distribution
are needed to be accumulated.

4.3 Structural relaxation in terms of the TOP model
and its connections with the PALS response and
secondary dynamics

As mentioned in the BDS part, the structural relaxation
time as a function of temperature of salol over a suffi-
ciently wide temperature range can be described in sev-
eral ways. One group of phenomenological expressions
is represented by the VFTH equation and its combina-
tions [20–22] or by the recent modified M-VFTH equa-
tion [45–48]. Another one consists of very recent expres-
sions with [32–41] or without any divergence or character-
istic temperatures such as those based on the models by
Avramov [121,128] or Mauro et al. [129]. A recent treat-
ment of the present relaxation times can be found in [122].
Here, we focus on a test of the modified VFTH equation
because of the potential of this model to give some simul-
taneous insight into the PALS and BDS findings [73,81,
84]. Figure 4 shows also a fit with the M-VFTH formula
given by

τα(T ) = τα∞ exp[E∗
τ /RT ] exp[BF (T )/(T − T0)], (4.1)

where τ(T ) is the structural relaxation time, τ∞ is the
pre-exponent factor, E∗

τ is the activation energy above
T ∗

m≈TA, T0 is the divergence temperature, B is the co-
efficient and F (T ) is a probability function for solid -like
domains. The latter quantity is defined as

F (T ) = 1/{exp[κ(T − T c
m)] + 1}, (4.2)

where κ describes the sharpness of the probability func-
tion between solid -like and liquid -like domains and T c

m is
the characteristic TOP temperature. This is the critical
temperature where the free energy of a crystallizing liq-
uid is equal to that of the crystal ΔGlq = ΔGcr or, in the
general case of non-crystallizing glass-formers, the free en-
ergy of a non-crystallizing liquid is equal to that of a solid:
ΔGlq = ΔGsol. This expression describes well our BDS
data on salol [122] over the temperature range from 212K
up to 361K of our BDS measurements. Similar results
with slightly modified parameters were obtained from fit-
ting the data restricted up to 320K [29] in the original
work by Tanaka [48] as well as from fitting the compila-
tion of all the published structural relaxation times [20–22,
94–96,108,109,122] presented in fig. 4 over an essentially
wider T range up to 420K. This indicates the robustness

of the M-VFTH expression to account for the structural
relaxation time data of salol.

Moreover, the author of the TOP model was able to
describe also the temperature evolution of the sub-peak
of the structure factor S(q) of salol from a detailed X-
diffraction study [42], which is a measure of the medium-
range order by means of the two parameters κ and T c

m of
the probability function F (T ) resulting from fitting the
structural relaxation data by eq. (4.1). This finding is in-
terpreted as an argument in favor of the solid -like and liq-
uid -like picture behind the TOP model [48]. A very recent
structural study of salol by means of Fourier-transform
infrared spectroscopy [89] confirmed the cluster-like het-
erogeneous character of supercooled liquid below ∼ 270K
and the formation of the ordered clusters at around 250K.
It is of interest that both these temperatures are close to
T ST

B ∼ T βKWW
B2 correlating with TL

b2 or to T βKWW
B1 correlat-

ing with TL
b1, respectively.

The characteristic TOP temperature of salol from the
M-VFTH equation of the TOP model, T c

m, is in good
agreement with that of the TL

b1 effect in the PALS response
in fig. 2 as well as with the BDS findings in figs. 3, 4 and 6.
Thus, within the framework of this model, the change of
the slope in the τ3 vs. T plot is situated at around 240K
where the liquid -like domains start to dominate over the
solid -like ones in full consistency with the change in the
complete merging of the secondary excess wing relaxation
with the structural relaxation peak in the BDS spectra in
fig. 3. The mean structural relaxation time at the charac-
teristic TOP temperature, τα(T c

m), is consistent with the
TL

b1 rule. As for the dielectric relaxation data, within the
TOP model, the occurrence of the secondary relaxation
seems to be associated with the dominating solid -like do-
mains in the deeply supercooled salol. And finally, the two
crossovers in the dynamic heterogeneity expressed by the
non-exponentiality parameter of the structural relaxation
seem to be connected with a change in the dominance of
the liquid -like domains over the solid -like ones and to the
overwhelming dominance of the liquid -like regions proba-
bly modulated by the internal mobility of the flexible salol
molecules.

5 Summary and conclusion

A detailed study of glass-forming salol has been provided
combining PALS, performed in a very broad temperature
interval, and BDS, covering an exceptionally broad fre-
quency range. A detailed phenomenological analysis of the
annihilation and dynamic databases has been carried out.
Several well-known and some new correlations between the
PALS and BDS data sets have been confirmed or revealed.

In particular, the TL
b2

∼= T ST
B correlation is valid im-

plying that the dramatic change in the PALS response is
related to the qualitative change in the character of the
primary α process at the T ST

B . However, the τ3(TL
b2) =

τα(TL
b2) relationship is not valid, i.e., the plateau effect at

TL
b2 in the PALS response is not correlated with the pri-

mary α process and probably, some faster internal degree



                                                                                            

of freedom due to internal flexibility of the salol molecule
is included. The TL

b1 rule in the PALS response is still
valid. The bend effect at TL

b1 is related to some aspect of
the structural relaxation, i.e., the onset of the dominance
of the α process instead of the excess wing at the fre-
quency corresponding to the o-Ps lifetime. Moreover, both
the slight bend at TL

b1 and the pronounced plateau at TL
b2

in the PALS response of amorphous salol correlate very
closely with two crossovers in the spectral shape parame-
ter of the structural relaxation at T βKWW

B1 or T βKWW
B2 , re-

spectively. Finally, the structural relaxation over a wide T
range can be described by means of the modified VFTH
equation with the characteristic TOP parameter, T c

m, be-
ing close to the characteristic PALS temperature TL

b1.
In summary, numerous correlations of the PALS re-

sponse of salol with the spectral and relaxation parame-
ters of its primary and secondary relaxation dynamics as
seen by BDS have been established. Within the framework
of the TOP model, these findings suggest the possible va-
lidity of the solid -like and liquid -like domain picture for
the disordered salol sample.
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